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We demonstrate analytically that discontinuity at critical angle can
be used to reach extremely high sensitivities against any optical
properties that modify this angular value. To test in practice the
approach we fabricated cheap and basic sensors by which we
could demonstrate extremely high index of refraction discrimination
ability in the range of one part over a million.
To test in practice this theoretical insight, we compared the
refraction index sensitivity to the one of a conventional SPR
(surface Plasmon sensor). Also we constructed a similar apparatus
to detect in a very simple and low-cost manner nanometer scale
mechanical vibrations. Also in this case we obtained very high
sensitivity, tiny vibrations of 2.4nm were resolved, this correspond
to an angular shift of about 50 ∗ 10−6 deg, as far as we know the
best angular sensitivity recorded so far. The critical angle detection
method discussed in this poster is applicable generally to any
optical system and may pave the way for next generation optical
sensing devices.

The critical angle discontinuity is proved theoretically better than SPR
sensing. Also, we demonstrated experimentally by a multiple reflection
refractometer that at critical angle we could resolved better than 50*10^(-6)

Conclusions
We presented a new simple approach to index of refraction sensing, we proved analytically that sensitivity is
unlimited and we tested experimentally the promising behavior reaching index of refraction discrimination in the
order of 10−6 with a simple home made planar detector. While detection of local plasma perturbation in the
vicinity of metal coating is reserved to the sole SPR operation mode, we demonstrated that sensitivity to the index
of refraction is higher at αc . Moreover, we have shown that the concept of critical angle sensing can be
extended to other kind of sensors, presenting a simple vibration sensor with excellent performances based on the
same principle. Critical angle sensing realize a virtually unbounded sensitivity value, so instrumental
constraints are the only limitation to various possible devices. We believe this approach can be useful to realize
extremely sensitive systems for next generation detectors
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